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ABSTRACT: Ground response to slurry shield method has been measured and examined for twin tunnels as
part of the construction project of Rinkai Line. Detailed in-situ measurements of the ground movements
together with an automatic monitoring system were carried out. As a result, the_ ground movements due to
the shield advancement were well controlled, leading to the surface settlements that brought about no harmful
damage. The settlement resultswere analyzed by FEM which makes it possible to simulate construction
processes of the- shield tunneling. Numerical results were found to be in good agreement with the
monitoring results.

1 INTRODUCTION diluvium layer (N *value is 35 to 50.). For the
first 300 m from the lunching shaft, the tunnel drove
through a weak formation known as the former

movements. In urban environment such movements

present a risk of potential damage to buildings and
structures. It is, therefore, important to access the
risks of damage and take effective protectivemeasures as needed. '

Ground response to slurry shield method has been
measured and examined for the twin tunnels as part
of the construction project of Rinkai Line in Tokyo
(Fukazawa et al., 2002). One of the characteristics
in this project was that it has nearly neighboring
construction throughout the tunnel section.
Furthermore, the tunneling works had to be
performed in adjacent to important existing
structures such as bridge abutments and an oil tank.
In order to suppress excessive ground movement at
this site, detailed in-situ measurements of the
ground movements together with the automatic
monitoring system were carried out. The
settlement results were analyzed by FEM which
makes it possible to simulate construction processes
of shield tunnelling (Komiya and Akagi,199l).

This paper describes the monitoring results of the
ground movements induced by the slurry shield
tunnelling and the results of their numerical
simulation.

2 OUTLINE OF THE TUNNEL PROJECT

Geological profile along the tunnel alignment is
shown in Figure l. The ground condition in the
tunnel section is classified into two major types:
alluvium layer (N -value ranges from 0 to 4.), and

drowned valley in the Meguro River. After that, the
tunnels were almost driven through stiff sand layer
(Dsz).

Slurry shield method was employed as excavation
system in this project. The twin running tunnels are
aligned approximately parallel each other. Since the
route is designed to run right under the Tennozu
street throughout the section, North and South
bound tumiels are about 2.5 m apart from each
other. Of the two tunnels, the Northbound tunnel
began to construct first. After around 100 rings
excavation of the Northbound route, the
construction of the Southbound route had started.

The minimum distance between the two tracks is
as small as 0.5 m at the section where the turmels
cross beneath the Higashi-Shinagawa Bridge, as
shown in Figure 2. Tunnel length is about 983 m
from Tennozu Isle Station to Shinagawa Seaside
Station. The depth to the tunnel axis varies between
21m and 28 m below ground level. The outer
diameter of both tunnels is 7.25 m. The thickness of

pre-cast segment lining is 250 mm. For further
details on the turmel project reference is made to
Fukazawa, et al.(2002).

3 INSRUMENTATION

Figure 3 shows instrumented section at the site
No.1, together with the array of instruments.
Ground deformation was monitored using an array
of inclinometer access tubes in Figure 3. Surface
settlements were measured using precise leveling
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Figure 2 Profile of abutment Al for the
Higashi-Shinagawa Bridge

techniques on a series of studs driven into the rapid
pavement. The settlement values have a resolution
in the order of 0.1 mm.

4 FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING OF
EXCAVATION AND ADVANCEMENT OF A
SHIELD MACHINE
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Figure 3 Ground instrumentation (Site No.1)

EXCAVATING ELEMEN

In shield tunnelling work, the soil in front of the
cutting face of a shield machine is extremely
disturbed by its cutting operation. The exact
operation of the cutting process is very difficult to
model in the finite element method, because the
excavation process itself violates the assumption of
continuum mechanics used in the 'finite element
formulation. In the past, this excavation process
was commonly modeled by removing the finite
elements in front of the machine and applying
nodal forces at the boundary, which represents the
cutting face. The applied nodal forces are obtained
from the given (or recorded) hydraulic jack forces
behind the machine and/or the earth/slurry
pressures at the cutting face. Although this
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Figure 4 Advance of the shield machine simulated by using
excavating elements

modelling technique satisfies the force boundary
conditions," the sum of the computed nodal
displacement at the cutting front and the length of
the removed elements may not necessarily match
the actual movement of the shield machine at a
given time interval. .

In this study, the ‘excavation process is modeled
by introducing excavating finite elements of a fixed
size in front of the shield machine (Komiya et al.
199l,l993,l999 see Figure 4). Solid finite elements
are used for the excavating elements, and the
presence of these elements in front of the cutting
face aims to represent the disturbed area of the
ground caused by the excavation process.
Mathematically, the introduction of the excavating
elements provides the condition where both
displacement and force boundaries given by the
shield machine operation are satisfied. The
process of excavation is represented by the
(artificial) deformation of the excavating elements.
The size and the constitutive model used for the
excavating element are rather arbitrary. However,
they need' to be selected so that the calculated
movement of the shield machine controlled by the
given force boundary conditions matches the
recorded movement of the shield machine. In this
study, the isotropic elastic model was used for
convenience.

Table 1 Input parameters
Shield Machine Ei1.0 >< 10m kN/m2

v =0.450

Excavating E=500.0 kN/m2
Elements v =0.100
Ground E=l.2S X 105 kN/m2

v =0.330

Pre Existing E=3.90 >< 107 kN/m2
Tunnel ° v =O.330

The size and material properties of the excavating
elements can be determined from the volume of soil
excavated which is tailored to the practical shield
operation. However the size the excavating element
should be mainly related to the characteristics of the
shield machine (shape of the cuttings, etc.) and the
workmanship.

THREE DIMENSIONAL FINITE ELEMENT
M ODELLING OF TWIN SHIELD TUNNELLING

The size and material properties of the excavating
elements can be determined from the volume of soil
excavated which is tailored to the practical shield
operation. However the size the excavating element
should be mainly related to the characteristics of the
shield machine (shape of the cuttings, etc.) and the
workmanship.

During twin shield tunnelling work, the position
and direction of the shield machine are controlled
by changing the driving forces of the hydraulic
jacks installed behind the machine. Therefore, three
dimensional movement of the machine, i.e. the
pitching and yawing of the machine, can take place
in a` complicated manner. Complicated boundary
conditions exist particularly in the case of shield
tunnelling in urban areas, since the distance between
the constructing shield tumiel and the pre-existing
tunnel frequently becomes very small. Hence, the
three dimensional nature of a twin shield tunnelling
problem must be considered carefully in order to
have proper control of the construction. `

With above considerations in mind, a three
dimensional analysis was conducted to simulate the
construction process of a twin tunnel of 7.3 m
diameter in Tokyo. The machine used was of shield
type with slurry-earth pressure balance, and soil
slurry were injected in the excavation chamber to
stabilize the earth pressure in front of the shield
machine.

Elastic model was used to model the stress-strain

behaviour of the sandy ground, shield machine,
pre-existing tunnel and an excavating elements. The
input parameters used in the analysis are listed in
Table 1. Most of the input parameters were
determined from the results provided by in situ
geotechnical tests.

The initial vertical effective stresses were
computed as unit weight of ground and the
coefficient of lateral effective earth pressure was



assumed to be 0.49, corresponding to KO: v /(1+
v ). The shield machine was modelled as a rigid

body by assigning a large value of elastic modulus
of 1.0 X lOlO(kN/m2) and Poisson’s ratio of 0.45.

The ,diameter and length of the shield machine
are7.3 m and 8.0 m, respectively. Joint elements
were placed at the interface of the elements that
represent the shield machine and the adjacent soil,
in order to investigate interface friction effects -on
ground deformations. The pre-existing tunnel was
modelled as an elastic solid element which had
equivalent Young's modulus shown in Table 1.

The excavating elements represent the area that is
disturbed byfcutting and mixing of the excavated
soils with slurry in front of the cutting face of the
shield machine. The excavating elements are used to
match the volume change and shear distortion of
the elements to the actual movement of the shield
machine. The thickness of _the excavating elements
was selected to be 1.0-m. The applied pressure was
approximately 290 kPa above the total earth
pressure acting- in .front of the machine. The
measured average jacking forces were applied' as
nodal forces behindthe shield machine. The elastic
properties of the excavating elements were then
determined by matching the computed volume of
soil excavated at a given time step 'to the measured
Held excavating data.(Komiya et al. 2001)

Figure 5 showed some meshes of 'twin tunneling
simulation obtained by this analysis. In this
analyses, at the first time, the pre(up) shield started
to advance at the location as shown in`Figure 5(a) in
the .initial earth pressure condition. Figure 5(b)
showed the mesh in a halfway of pre-shield
tunnelling. After completing the pre shield tunnel
excavation, later(down) shield was set in the lateral
side of the pre-existing tunnel 'as shown in Figure
5(c), and it ran parallel to the tunnel. Figure 5(d)
showed the 'rnesh in a halfway of later-shield
construction. `

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 6 shows the surface and sub-surface
settlement histories at the monitoring point Sl(see
Figure 3). The settlement measurement point Sl
was immediately above the center of the
Northbound tunnel. For the convenience of
describing settlement performance, the day that the
shield machine of Northbound tunnel passed over
the monitoring No.1 is regarded as the origin.
As shown in Figure 6, the ground movement
increased after the shield passage. Amount of 1.1
mm of the maximum ground surface movement was
observed 10 days after the shield passage. On
the other hand, the sub-surface settlement at the

point S5, which is just above the tunnel crown,
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Figure 5 Simulation of Twin Shield Excavation
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Figure 7 Observed and computed settlements induced by twin tunnels

was 4.0 mm at 10 days. These values are was
much less than expected. At this stage,
the passage of shield and tail void closure were the

major contributing factors to the settlement. These
combined settlements are around 80% of the total
settlement. The magnitude of consolidation
settlement appears insigniicant because the
crown of the tunnels is located in dense and stiff
sand layer.

Figure 6 shows that the settlement also increased
because the shield machine of the Southbound
tunnel passed section No.1 on day 14. The
maximum surface settlement was about 3.8 mm.
The general trends of the settlement history for S1

and other monitoring points (S2 and S3) were
similar but with different magnitudes The
computed settlement trough at 1.5 m and 17.5 t
above the crown of the twin tunnel lining at the
measurement section was comparison with the
in-situ measured settlement, as shown in Figure 7
Figure 7 (a) shows the settlement at the cutting face
passage and the settlement after the passage of the
tail of the shield machine (Northbound tunnel) at
face passage and the settlement after the passage of
the tail of the shield machine (Northbound tunnel) at
the measurement section. And Figure 7(b) indicates
the settlement trough at the passage the second face



and tail (Southbound tunnel). lt shows the total
settlement of twin tunnel construction.

At the tail passage of Southbound shield, the
total amount of surface settlement at the point S3
was slightlyilarger than that at the point Sl at the
depth -8.0 m. This 'tendency may indicate that, at
the shallow depth, the maximum ground settlement
induced 'by twin tunnels occurred right above the
center of the second tunnel. The position of the
maximum settlement may also depend on the width
of the tunnel clearance.

As shown in Figure 7, the data obtained from the
in-site monitoring ,are in a good agreement with the
results obtained from numerical analysis, although
at the depth -24.0 m, the numerical results are larger
than observed settlements.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present in-site monitoring results and numerical
study on the ground movements due to slurry shield
tunneling work can be summarized as follows:
l.Slurry shield tunneling method by careful and

well controlled tunnel excavation and the detailed

monitoring of the ground movements 'has been
successful in controlling ground movements to
values much less than expected.

2.Based on field observation, the passage of shield
and the tail void closure were the major
contributing factors toward the settlement. These
combined settlements were around 80 % of the
total settlement.

3.For twin tunnels with' a tunnel centre-to-centre
spacing, the total maximum ground settlement
near the ground level occtured right above the
centre of the second tunnel.

4.At the shallow depth, the settlement data obtained
from the in-situ monitoring are in good agreement
with the results obtained from- numerical analysis
which enables to model the excavation process.
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